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We develop an equivariant Nielsen ﬁxed point theory for n-valued G-maps by associating
(as in Better (2010) [2]) an abstract simplicial complex to any equivariant n-valued map
and deﬁning, in terms of this complex, two n-valued continuous G-homotopy invariants
that are lower bounds for the number of ﬁxed points and of orbits in the n-valued
continuous G-homotopy class of a given n-valued G-map. We also provide an equivariant
Hopf construction for n-valued G-maps as well as a minimality result for the Nielsen
numbers introduced in this setting.
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0. Preliminaries
Let us recall some deﬁnitions and basic facts about transformation groups that we will need later. Throughout G will
denote a ﬁnite group, and a compact polyhedron will be endowed with any metric that generates its topology.
A (left) action of G on a topological space X is a map h : G × X → X such that, for all (g1, g2, x) ∈ G × G × X ,
h
(
g1,h(g2, x)
)= h(g1g2, x)
and
h(e, x) = x
where e is the identity element in G . We will usually write g · x as an abbreviation for h(g, x). A topological space X
endowed with such an action will be referred to as a (left) G-space. Let X be a G-space. For any subgroup H of G , NH is
the normalizer of H in G and WH := NH/H is the Weyl group of H in G . We will write (H) for the set of conjugates
of H in G and refer to it as the orbit type of H (if H  G , this set contains the single element H). If x ∈ X , then Gx :=
{g ∈ G: g ·x= x} is the isotropy subgroup of x. For each subgroup H of G , the isotropy subspace of H is XH := {x ∈ X: H  Gx},
XH := {x ∈ X: H = Gx} and likewise X (H) := {x ∈ X: gHg−1  Gx for some g ∈ G}, X(H) := {x ∈ X: Gx ∈ (H)}. An orbit type
(H) is called an isotropy type of X if H (hence all its conjugates) appears as an isotropy subgroup of some x in X . The
set of all isotropy types of X will be denoted by Iso(X). If, for a given G-action, Iso(X) = {({e})} we say the action is free,
if Iso(X) = {({e}), (G)} we say the action is semi-free. Iso(X) = {(Hi)}i∈Λ can be partially ordered by declaring (Hi) (H j)
iff there is some g ∈ G such that gHi g−1  H j . One may (clearly) arrange for the indexing to be such that (H j)  (Hi)
implies i  j. With such an indexing, and by an abuse of language, Iso(X) is said to have an admissible ordering. Given
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where Xi := {x ∈ X: (Gx) = (H j) for some j  i} or equivalently, Xi :=⋃ ji X (H j) .
We will work with the following particularly pleasant type of G-spaces. A simplicial G-complex is a simplicial complex
endowed with an action of G by simplicial homeomorphisms such that if g ∈ G leaves a simplex invariant, then g ﬁxes this
simplex pointwise. A G-space that admits an equivariant triangulation will also be called a simplicial G-complex.
A multifunction ϕ : X Y from a topological space X to a topological space Y is a function ϕ : X → P(Y ) − {∅} where
P(Y ) is, as usual, the power set of Y . The multifunction is called upper semicontinuous if ϕ(x) is closed for all x ∈ X , and
if for each x ∈ X and each open set V with ϕ(x) ⊂ V ⊆ Y , there exists an open set U with x ∈ U ⊂ X and ϕ(x′) ⊂ V for
every x′ ∈ U . It is called lower semicontinuous if for each x ∈ X and open set V ⊂ Y with ϕ(x) ∩ V 	= ∅ there exists an open
set U with x ∈ U ⊂ X and ϕ(x′) ∩ V 	= ∅ for all x′ ∈ U . If the multifunction is both lower and upper semicontinuous it is
called continuous or a multimap. If X and Y are both compact metric spaces, and ϕ is a multifunction such that ϕ(x) is a
closed subset of Y for each x ∈ X , then ϕ is continuous iff it is continuous as a function into the (compact) metric space
of all nonempty closed subsets of Y with the Hausdorff metric. An n-valued map, ϕ : X Y is a continuous multifunction
such that ϕ(x) is an unordered subset of exactly n points of Y for each x ∈ X . A single-valued continuous function will be
referred to as a map.
A multifunction ϕ : X Y splits into n distinct maps if
ϕ(x) = { f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fn(x)}
for all x ∈ X , where f i : X → Y are maps with f i(x) 	= f j(x) for every i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n and i 	= j. We shall write
ϕ = { f1, . . . , fn} and simply call this a splitting of ϕ . We have the following important (see [5] for a slightly different
formulation):
Theorem 0.1. Let X , Y be Hausdorff, locally path-connected, topological spaces with Y compact. If X is simply connected and
ϕ : X Y is n-valued and continuous, then ϕ splits into n distinct maps.
Given a multifunction ϕ : X X , x is said to be a ﬁxed point of ϕ if x ∈ ϕ(x). We write Fix(ϕ) = {x ∈ X: x ∈ ϕ(x)}.
Given a simplicial G-complex X , there is an associated action of G on the subset of P(X) consisting of all subsets of X
with exactly n points: g · {x1, . . . , xn} = {g · x1, . . . , g · xn}. An n-valued map, ϕ : X X is called equivariant iff: ϕ(g · x) =
g · ϕ(x) for all x ∈ X and g ∈ G and if y, g · y ∈ ϕ(x), then y = g · y (ϕ(x) cannot contain more then one element of each
orbit). If ϕ : X X is an n-valued equivariant (or G-) map, then ϕ(x) ⊆ XH for each x ∈ XH and ϕ(Xi) =⋃x∈Xi ϕ(x) ⊆ Xi
for each Xi in the ﬁltration by G-subspaces associated to an admissible ordering of Iso(X).
1. Equivariant Nielsen ﬁxed point theory for n-valued maps
Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex, and ϕ : X X an n-valued G-map. For each connected component XG jc of XG j
(G j ∈ Iso(X)), one has the following composition of functions:
X
G j
c
ϕ P(XG j ) ψG jc P(XG jc )
where ψ
G j
c sends a subset of X
G j to the subset of X
G j
c consisting of those points which belong to this subspace.
One has the following simple:
Lemma 1.1. In the setup described above, ψ
G j
c ◦ ϕ is either an m-valued map (m n) or ψG jc ◦ ϕ(XG jc ) = {∅}.
Proof. Suppose there is an x ∈ XG jc such that ψG jc ◦ ϕ(x) consists of m > 0 points, then for any other y ∈ XG jc , there is a
path p in X
G j
c from x to y together with a splitting into n distinct maps, ϕ ◦ p = {g1, . . . , gn}, with g1(0), . . . , gm(0) ∈ XG jc .
Clearly g1(1), . . . , gm(1) ∈ XG jc so ψG jc ◦ϕ(y) contains at least m points. To show that it cannot contain more than m points,
assume it consists of l >m points, then the same argument would produce at least l points for ψ
G j
c ◦ ϕ(x), a contradiction.
Continuity of ψ
G j
c ◦ ϕ is also obvious. 
Now suppose that ψ
G j
c ◦ ϕ(XG jc ) 	= {∅}, and let p : X˜ → X denote the universal covering projection. There is an n-valued
map, ϕ˜
G j
c , such that the following diagram commutes:
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G j
c
p
ϕ
G j
c
◦
ϕ˜
G j
c ◦ X˜G jc
p
X
G j
c
ψ
G j
c ◦ϕ ◦XG jc
Simply let ϕ˜
G j
c = { f˜ G j1,c, . . . , f˜
G j
m,c} where the f˜ G ji,c are lifts of the f
G j
i,c in the splitting (which exists by Theorem 0.1) ϕ
G j
c =
{ f G j1,c, . . . , f
G j
m,c}, and where commutativity in this context means that, for example, p(ϕ˜G jc (x)) = ϕG jc (x) for each x ∈ X˜G jc .
Now, the group of deck transformations of X˜
G j
c , Cov( X˜
G j
c ), acts on the set of lifts of any given f
G j
i,c by conjugation; we
denote the orbit of such a lift under this action by: [ f˜ G ji,c ].
Deﬁnition 1.2. Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex and ϕ : X X an n-valued G-map. Let (G j) ∈ Iso(X) and let f˜ G ji,c be
ﬁxed lifts of f
G j
i,c for 1 i m in the splitting of ϕ
G j
c into m distinct maps, ϕ
G j
c = { f G j1,c, . . . , f
G j
m,c}. We deﬁne
LIFT∼
(
ϕ
G j
c
) := {{[γ1 ◦ f˜ G j1,c], . . . , [γm ◦ f˜ G jm,c]}: γi ∈ Cov( X˜G jc ) for 1 i m}.
Important Remark 1.3. The f˜
G j
i,c above are NOT lifts of maps deﬁned on X
G j
c , they will be so iff ψ
G j
c ◦ϕ splits into m distinct
maps.
Lemma 1.4. Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex and ϕ : X X an n-valued G-map. Let G j,G ′j = gG j g−1 ∈ (G j) ∈ Iso(X), and
let g· be the homeomorphism from XG jc to X
G ′j
c given by g · (x) = g · x and suppose g˜· is a lift of g· to the universal covers. Then, for
any lift, ϕ˜
G j
c of ϕ
G j
c , there is a unique lift ϕ˜
G ′j
c of ϕ
G ′j
c such that the diagram below commutes, and we obtain a bijective correspondence
between the lifts of ϕ
G j
c and those of ϕ
G ′j
c . This correspondence is equivariant with respect to the actions of Cov( X˜
G j
c ), Cov( X˜
G ′j
c ) on the
lifts of ϕ
G j
c , ϕ
G ′j
c respectively given by γ · { f˜ G j1,c, . . . , f˜
G j
m,c} = {γ ◦ f˜ G j1,c ◦ γ−1, . . . , γ ◦ f˜
G j
m,c ◦ γ−1} (in the former case), so we obtain a
bijection: φ : LIFT∼(ϕG jc ) → LIFT∼(ϕ
G ′j
c ) that is independent of the choice of lift g˜· of g·.
X˜
G ′j
c
ϕ˜
G′j
c ◦
ϕ
G′j
c
◦
X˜
G ′j
c
X˜
G j
c
g˜·
ϕ˜
G j
c ◦
p
ϕ
G j
c
◦
X˜
G j
c
X
G ′j
c
◦X
G ′j
c
X
G j
c
ψ
G j
c ◦ϕ ◦
g·
X
G j
c
Proof. If ϕ˜
G j
c = { f˜ G j1,c, . . . , f˜
G j
m,c}, then ϕ˜
G ′j
c = {g˜· ◦ f˜ G j1,c ◦ g˜·−1, . . . , g˜· ◦ f˜
G j
m,c ◦ g˜·−1} and the commutativity of the diagram
consists of a series of trivial veriﬁcations. The second half of the lemma is also standard, see [8]. 
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(G j)
ϕ =
{[
f˜
G ′j
i,c
]
: 1 i m, G ′j ∈ (G j) ∈ Iso(X), f˜
G ′j
i,c one of the maps in the splitting of ϕ˜
G ′j
c
}
.
There is an action of G on this set given by: g · [ f˜ G
′
j
i,c ] = [g˜· ◦ f˜
G ′j
i,c ◦ g˜·−1], where g˜· is any lift of g·. Denote the orbit of [ f˜
G ′j
i,c ]
under this action by [ f˜ G
′
j
i,c ]G .
Deﬁnition 1.5. Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex and ϕ : X X an n-valued G-map. Let (G j) ∈ Iso(X). We deﬁne the
set of all (G j)-fpcs (ﬁxed point classes) of ϕ(G j) := ϕ|X (G j) as follows
FPC(G j)
(
ϕ(G j)
)= {([ f˜ G ′ji,c ]G , G · F ), where F = p(Fix( f˜ G ′ji,c )): [ f˜ G ′ji,c ] ∈ S(G j)}.
If for a given (G j)-fpc, ([ f˜ G
′
j
i,c ]G , G · F ), ind(F ) 	= 0 (ind(F ) = ind(ψ
G ′j
c ◦ϕ,U ) where U is an open subset of X
G ′j
c that contains
F and this latter index is obtained by considering a suﬃciently close ﬁx-ﬁnite approximation to ψ
G ′j
c ◦ ϕ as in [5, p. 212])
we say the (G j)-fpc is essential, otherwise we say it is inessential. It is straightforward to verify that x1, x2 are in the same
(G j)-fpc of ϕ iff there is a path, q : I → XG
′
j
c (some G
′
j ∈ (G j)) from x1 to g · x2 (some g ∈ G) such that, if ϕ ◦q = { f1, . . . , fn}
is a splitting of ϕ ◦ q, then q ∼ f i (rel. endpoints) in XG
′
j
c for some 1 i  n.
It is not hard to see that the “nonempty” (G j)-fpcs partition Fix(ϕ(G j)), and that (by [6, p. 215]) there are ﬁnitely many
of them.
Next, we deﬁne what it means for a (Gk)-fpc, of ϕ to contain a (possibly empty) (G j)-fpc, where ((G j), (Gk) ∈ Iso(X))
and (G j) (Gk). First we need:
Proposition 1.6. Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex, suppose (G j), (Gk) ∈ Iso(X) with (G j) (Gk), and let ϕ : X X be an n-
valued G-map. Suppose that i˜ is a lift of the inclusion i : XG
′
j
c → XG
′
k
c (some G
′
j ∈ (G j),G ′k ∈ (Gk)). Then, given any f
G ′j
i,c in the splitting
of ϕ
G ′j
c and any of its lifts, there is a unique f
G ′k
l,c in the splitting of ϕ
G ′k
c , together with a unique lift of this map so that the diagram
below commutes. Thus i˜ determines a function, from the lifts of maps in the splitting of ϕ
G ′j
c to lifts of maps in the splitting of ϕ
G ′k
c .
This function is equivariant with respect to the actions of Cov( X˜
G ′j
c ), Cov( X˜
G ′k
c ) on the respective lifts, and thus determines a function,
τ (Gk)(G j) , at the lifting class level, that is independent of the choice of i˜.
X˜
G ′k
c
f˜
G′k
l,c
f
G′k
l,c
X˜
G ′k
c
X˜
G ′j
c
i˜
f˜
G′j
i,c
f
G′j
i,c
X˜
G ′j
c
i˜
p
X
G ′k
c
X
G ′j
c
i
Proof. This is a routine diagram chase. 
As in [2], one can show that τ (Gk)(G j) is equivariant with respect to the actions of G on S(G j)ϕ and S
(Gk)
ϕ . Letting
τ (Gk)(G j) denote the function induced on the quotient spaces we arrive at the following important:
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G-map. One deﬁnes τ(Gk)(G j) : FPC(G j)(ϕ(G j)) → FPC(Gk)(ϕ(Gk)) as follows
τ(Gk)(G j)
(([
f˜
G ′j
i,c
]
G ,G · F
))= (τ (Gk)(G j)([ f˜ G ′ji,c ]G),G · F ′).
It follows that G · F ⊆ G · F ′ , and we say that the (G j)-fpc contains the (Gk)-fpc.
Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex and let ϕ : X  X be an n-valued G-map. We associate an abstract sim-
plicial complex, Kϕ , to ϕ as follows. The vertices of Kϕ are the essential (Gi)-fpc’s of ϕ(Gi) where (Gi) ∈ Iso(X); we
denote these vertices by v,ϕ ,  ∈ Λ (some indexing set) for short. The simplexes of Kϕ are subsets (of Vert(Kϕ)),
σ = {vi, f }i∈λσ := {vi, f : i ∈ λσ ⊆ Λ} where the vi, f , i ∈ λσ contain a common (G j)-fpc of ϕ(G j) . That is, there exists a
single (G j)-fpc, ([ f˜ G jl,c ]G ,G · F ), such that for any vi, f ∈ σ denoting an essential (Gki )-fpc ([ f˜
Gki
l,c ]G ,G · F ′i ), one has
τ(Gki )(G j)
(([
f˜
G j
l,c
]
G ,G · F
))= (([ f˜ Gkili ,c ]G ,G · F ′i)).
Remark 1.8. It may seem at ﬁrst glance that one only needs to ﬁgure out what the essential (G j)-fpcs are, as (G j) runs over
all the isotropy types of X , to determine Kϕ , since these are the vertices. This is far from the truth. To determine which
subsets of vertices are simplices, one needs to consider also the inessential (G j)-fpcs. For example, three vertices might form
a simplex if they contain a common inessential (G j)-fpc.
We introduce our ﬁrst Nielsen-type number.
Deﬁnition 1.9. Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex, ϕ : X X an n-valued G-map, and Kϕ its associated abstract simpli-
cial complex. A set of simplexes of Kϕ is said to span Kϕ if every vertex of Kϕ is contained in at least one simplex of this
set. We deﬁne
NOG(ϕ) := min
{||:  is a set of simplexes that spans Kϕ}.
Theorem 1.10. Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex, ϕ : X  X an n-valued G-map and suppose that there is an n-valued G-
homotopy between ϕ and ψ . One has:
1) NOG(ϕ) = NOG(ψ) (n-valued G-homotopy invariance).
2) NOG(ϕ) |{θ | θ is an orbit of ﬁxed points of ψ}| (lower bound).
Proof. To prove 1), we verify that the abstract simplicial complexes, Kϕ and Kψ , are the same. To this end we ﬁrst establish
that there is a bijection between the vertices of Kϕ and those of Kψ . Let Φ : X × I X denote the n-valued G-homotopy
between ϕ and ψ , let (G j) be any isotropy type of X , and let Φ
G ′j
c : X˜
G ′j
c × I X
G ′j
c be as usual. Then Φ
G ′j
c = {h
G ′j
1,c, . . . ,h
G ′j
m,c}
where, if ϕ
G ′j
c = { f
G ′j
1,c, . . . , f
G ′j
m,c} and ψ
G ′j
c = {g
G ′j
1,c, . . . , g
G ′j
m,c}, then h
G ′j
i,c is a homotopy between f
G ′j
i,c and g
G ′j
i,c . Now, for each lift,
f˜
G ′j
i,c of f
G ′j
i,c , there is a unique lift, h˜
G ′j
i,c of h
G ′j
i,c , with h˜
G ′j
i,c (·,0) = f˜
G ′j
i,c (·). If we associate h˜
G ′j
i,c (·,1) (a lift of g
G ′j
i,c ) to f˜
G ′j
i,c we obtain
a bijection between the lifts of the f
G ′j
i,c and those of the g
G ′j
i,c (we are using the fact that we can run this argument in the
other direction, starting with lifts of g
G ′j
i,c ). This bijection is clearly equivariant with respect to the action of Cov( X˜
G ′j
c ) on the
lifts of f
G ′j
i,c and g
G ′j
i,c so we obtain a bijection between S
(G j)
ϕ and S
(G j)
ψ . The bijection is also clearly equivariant with respect
to the action of G on these sets and so induces a bijection:
Γ (G j) : FPC(G j)
(
ϕ(G j)
)→ FPC(G j)(ψ(G j)).
By [6, Lemma 6.4] we actually have that Γ (G j) is an index-preserving bijection, so we have the desired bijection between
the vertices of Kϕ and those of Kψ .
Next we demonstrate that if σϕ = {vi,ϕ}i∈λ is a simplex of Kϕ and Γ (G ji )(vi,ϕ) = vi,ψ for all i ∈ λ, then σψ = {vi,ψ }i∈λ
is a simplex of Kψ . We show that, for all (G j), (Gk) ∈ Iso(X) with (Gk) (G j), the following diagram commutes
FPC(G j)(ϕ
(G j))
Γ
(G j )−−−−→ FPC(G j)(ψ(G j))
τ(Gk)(G j )
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐τ(Gk)(G j )
FPC (ϕ(Gk))
Γ (Gk)−−−−→ FPC (ψ(Gk))(Gk) (Gk)
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′
j
c ↪→ X˜G
′
k
c , a homotopy h
G ′j
i,c as above and one of its lifts, there is a unique
homotopy h
G ′k
l,c in the splitting of Φ
G ′k
c , and a unique lift of this homotopy, h˜
G ′k
l,c , such that the diagram below commutes.
X˜
G ′k
c × I
h˜
G′k
l,c
h
G′k
l,c
X˜
G ′k
c
X˜
G ′j
c × I
i˜×idI
h˜
G′j
i,c
h
G′j
i,c
X˜
G ′j
c
i˜
p
X
G ′k
c
X
G ′j
c
i
This follows by the same arguments as in [2, Theorem 2.10]. Thus, setting (h˜
G ′j
i,c )t(x) := h˜
G ′j
i,c (x, t)
τ(Gk)(G j)
(([(
h˜
G ′j
i,c
)
t
]
G ,G · Ft
))= ([(h˜G ′kl,c )t]G ,G · F ′t) for all t ∈ I.
Since
Γ (Gk)
(([(
h˜
G ′k
l,c
)
0
]
G ,G · F ′0
))= ([(h˜G ′kl,c )1]G ,G · F ′1)
one veriﬁes that
τ(Gk)(G j)
(
Γ (G j)
(([(
h˜
G ′j
i,c
)
0
]
G ,G · F0
)))= ([(h˜G ′ki,c)1]G ,G · F ′1)
= Γ (Gk)(τ(Gk)(G j)(([(h˜G ′ji,c)0]G ,G · F0)))
as required. This, of course, shows that Kϕ is a subcomplex of Kψ ; reversing the direction of the argument we obtain that
Kψ is a subcomplex of Kϕ and so Kψ = Kϕ .
For 2), consider the function
κ : {θ | θ is an orbit of ﬁxed points of ψ} → Kψ
given by κ(θ) = {vi,ψ }i∈λ the set of all essential fpcs that have (the (G j)-fpc containing) θ in common. Then, since (for any
(G j) ∈ Iso(X)) each essential (G j)-fpc of ψ must consist of at least one orbit of ﬁxed points, Im(κ) is a spanning set for
Kψ (= Kϕ ). If not, say v,ψ /∈ σ for any σ ∈ Im(κ), then v,ψ would be an essential (G j)-fpc of ψ(G j) without any orbits of
ﬁxed points. Thus∣∣{θ | θ is an orbit of ﬁxed points of ψ}∣∣ ∣∣Im(κ)∣∣ NOG(ϕ)
as required. 
We now turn our attention to the least number of ﬁxed points of maps in the n-valued G-homotopy class of a given
n-valued G-multimap. Our deﬁnition of the second Nielsen-type number, NG(ϕ) is also in terms of Kϕ .
Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex, and ϕ : X X an n-valued G-map. Given a simplex, σ , of Kϕ the set of (G j)-fpc’s
((G j) runs through all elements of Iso(X)) that are “common to σ ” (i.e., that are contained in all the (·)-fpc’s in σ ) is given
an ordering, , by declaring
([
f˜
G ′j
i,c
]
G ,G · F
)

([
f˜
G ′k
l,c
]
G ,G · F ′
)
iff [G : G j] [G : Gk].
Here [G : Gi] denotes the group theoretical index of Gi in G .
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ωϕ(σ ) = [G : Gi]
if Gi is such that there is a (Gi)-fpc common to σ that is minimal with respect to this ordering.
Deﬁnition 1.11. Let X be ﬁnite simplicial G-complex, and ϕ : X X an n-valued G-map. Suppose the “weight” function ωϕ ,
is as above. Then
NG(ϕ) := min
{ ∑
σ∈SKϕ
ωϕ(σ )
∣∣∣ SKϕ is a spanning set of simplexes of Kϕ}.
Theorem 1.12. Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex, ϕ : X  X an n-valued G-map and suppose that there is an n-valued G-
homotopy between ϕ and ψ . Then:
1) NG(ϕ) = NG(ψ) (n-valued G-homotopy invariance).
2) NG(ϕ) |Fix(ψ)| (lower bound).
Proof. For 1) we have already seen that Kϕ = Kψ , and by the proof of Theorem 2.10, if σϕ ∈ Kϕ corresponds to σψ ∈ Kψ a
minimal (Gi)-fpc common to σϕ corresponds to a minimal (Gi)-fpc common to σψ , so ωϕ =ωψ .
For 2) we may assume ψ is ﬁx-ﬁnite. With κ as in the proof of Theorem 1.10, and noting that |θ |ωψ(σ ) if κ(θ) = σ ,
one has:∣∣Fix(ψ)∣∣=∑
i
|θi|
∑
σ∈Im(κ)
ωψ(σ ) NG(ϕ),
where the summation on the left is over an indexing of the orbits of ﬁxed points of ψ . 
Remark 1.13. If an n-valued equivariant map splits, the maps in the splitting need not be themselves equivariant. However
if one has a splitting, ϕ = { f1, . . . , fn} with all the f i , 1 i  n equivariant, then
NOG(ϕ) =
n∑
i=1
NOG( f i), NG(ϕ) =
n∑
i=1
NG( f i).
This follows from the easily established fact: Kϕ =∐ni=1 K fi .
2. Minimality
In this section we prove a fairly strong minimality result for the two equivariant Nielsen-type numbers we introduced in
Section 1.
If X is a topological space and Y is a compact metric space, then an n-valued map, Φ : X × I  Y is said to be an
n-valued -homotopy iff for each x ∈ X the sets {hi((x, t)): t ∈ I} are of diameter less than  > 0 where hi is any map in the
splitting Φ|{x} × I = {h1, . . . ,hn}.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex and A ⊆ X an invariant subcomplex, ϕ : (X, A) (X, A) an n-valued G-map of
pairs (so ϕ(x) consists of n points of A for each x ∈ A), andΦ : (A× I∪ X ×{0}, A× I) (X, A) an equivariant n-valued -homotopy
starting at ϕ , for some  > 0. Then there is an equivariant n-valued -homotopy Φ : (X × I, A × I) (X, A) extending Φ .
Proof. This is a trivial adaptation of [1, Lemma 2.4] to the n-valued map setting. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex where the G action is free, and ϕ : X X an n-valued G-map. Given any  > 0,
there is an equivariant n-valued -homotopy supported on an arbitrarily small neighborhood of Fix(ϕ), between ϕ and an equivariant
n-valued map that has ﬁnitely many ﬁxed points, each of which lies in a maximal simplex of X .
Proof. Let F := P X/G(Fix(ϕ)), where P X/G : X → X/G is the orbit projection map and let V be an arbitrarily “small” (rela-
tively compact) neighborhood of F , and η > 0 be the Lebesgue number of an open cover {Ui}i∈Λ of ϕ(V ) (ϕ is the n-valued
map induced on the quotient space) by subsets such that for all i ∈ Λ, P−1X/G(Ui) =
∐|G|
=1 Vi where diam(Vi ) < ε and
P X/G |Vi : Vi → Ui is a homeomorphism for 1  |G|. Then apply a straightforward adaptation of [5, Theorem 6] to ob-
tain an n-valued η-homotopy supported on a subcomplex, K with F ⊆ K ⊆ V that can be lifted to the equivariant n-valued
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setting (see [3, Theorem 3.1]). 
We now establish a Hopf construction for n-valued G-maps.
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex, and ϕ : X X an n-valued G-map. Given any  > 0, there is an equivariant
n-valued -homotopy between ϕ and an n-valued G-map with ﬁnitely many ﬁxed points.
Proof. We may assume that G acts by isometries. Choose an admissible ordering (G1), . . . , (Gm) on the isotropy types of
X with the associated ﬁltration X1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Xm = X . We proceed by working our way up this ﬁltration; at the kth step, we
obtain (see below) an n-valued equivariant homotopy between ϕk (ϕ1 = ϕ) and an n-valued G-map, ϕk+1 with ϕk+1|Xk
having ﬁnitely many ﬁxed points and Fix(ϕk+1)∩ XGk+1 compact. Since XGk is a free open WGk-invariant subset of XGk , we
may apply the proof of Lemma 2.2 (see also [1, Propositions 4.2 and 4.3]) to obtain a partial n-valued WGk /m-homotopy:
Φk : XGk × I ∪ X × {0} XGk
(supported on an arbitrarily small neighborhood of Fix(ϕk) ∩ XGk in XGk ) between ϕk and an n-valued G-map (deﬁned
on XGk ) that has ﬁnitely many ﬁxed points. This n-valued homotopy is then extended to an n-valued equivariant /m-
homotopy:
Φk : Xk × I ∪ X × {0} X
by setting
Φk(x, t) :=
{
g ·Φk(g−1 · x, t) for all (x, t) ∈ X gGk g−1 × I, g ∈ G,
ϕk(g · x) if x ∈ Xk − X (Gk) or t = 0.
Next, we apply Lemma 2.1 to extend Φk to an n-valued equivariant /m-homotopy deﬁned on X × I (which we continue to
denote by Φk) with (Φk)1 = ϕk+1 as required. 
We will need a “geometric characterization” of what it means for several essential (Gki )-fpc’s (of an n-valued G-map
ϕ : X X ) to contain a common (G j)-fpc.
Lemma 2.4. Let X be ﬁnite simplicial G-complex and ϕ : X X an n-valued G-map with associated abstract simplicial complex, Kϕ .
Suppose σ = {vi,ϕ}i∈λ is a simplex of Kϕ with orbits of ﬁxed points θi in vi,ϕ (i ∈ λ) and there is a (G j)-fpc (([ f˜ G jl,c ]G ,G · F )) that
is common to σ . Then, there is an orbit θ ⊆ X (G j) , and xi ∈ θi such that there exist paths αxi : I → X
Gki
c from xi to some y ∈ θ ,
together with homotopies Hxi : I × I → X
Gki
c with (hxi )t(0) = xi , (hxi )0(t) = αxi (t), (hxi )1(t) = gxi (t), where gxi is one of the maps
in the splitting of ϕ ◦ αxi and (hxi )t(1) is a ﬁxed path in X
G ′j
c ⊆ XGkic , where G ′j ∈ (G j). If G · F 	= ∅, then one can pick θ ⊆ G · F , and
homotopies, Hxi , with (hxi )t(1) = y for all t ∈ I (i.e. αxi ∼ gxi rel. endpoints).
Proof. This follows from the deﬁnitions and from the arguments in [8, Theorem 2.3]. 
Deﬁnition 2.5. A WS G-complex of semi-free type, X , is a ﬁnite simplicial G-complex with:
1) each chain in any admissible ordering of Iso(X) of length at most two (this clearly includes the semi-free action case
considered in [2]);
2) all the connected components of each isotropy subspace, XG
′
j corresponding to a maximal isotropy type, manifolds of
dimension at least three;
3) each X j−1 a subspace that can be bypassed in X
G ′j
c . That is, if i : X
G ′j
c − X j−1 ↪→ X
G ′j
c is the inclusion map, then
i∗ : π1
(
X
G ′j
c − X j−1
)→ π1(XG ′jc )
is surjective.
Lemma 2.6. Let X be a WS G-complex of semi-free type, and let ϕ : X X be a ﬁx-ﬁnite n-valued G-map. Let θi ⊂ X(G ji ) be orbits
of ﬁxed points contained in maximal simplexes belonging to essential (G ji )-fpcs i ∈ λ (some indexing set) that contain only an empty
common (Gk)-fpc for some (Gk) ∈ Iso(X) with (Gk) > (G ji ) for all i ∈ λ. Then there is an n-valued G-homotopy between ϕ and ψ
with Fix(ψ) = Fix(ϕ)−⋃i∈λ θi ∪ θ where θ ⊂ X(G ) − Fix(ϕ) = X (Gk) − Fix(ϕ) is an orbit of the G-action.k
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X(Gk) − Fix(ϕ) is as in Lemma 2.4. Let V1 =
∐
i Wi be a small open invariant neighborhood of θ such that each Wi is
a connected neighborhood of a single element of θ contained in a simply connected neighborhood of this element and,
if ϕ|W1 = { f1, . . . , fn} then f i(W1) ∩ W1 = ∅ for 1  i  n, where W1 is the neighborhood of z. Next let  > 0 be such
that, if V2,t := {y ∈ XGkc : d(y, z) t} (0 t  1), then V2,t is a neighborhood of z in XGkc with V2,1 ⊂ W1 ∩ σ , with each
f i(V2,1),1 i m (re-index so that these are the maps that map V2,1 into XGkc ) contained in a small Euclidean neighbor-
hood, O i ⊂ XGkc , so that O i ∩ O j = ∅ for all 1 i, j m, i 	= j, and so that
⋃
2im O i can be bypassed in X
Gk
c . Subdivide
equivariantly (if necessary) and let α : I → XGkc −
⋃
2im O i be a PL arc homotopic (rel. endpoints) to γ (t) = H(1, t) (H is
the homotopy given by Lemma 2.4 above) with α(0) = z, α(1) = f1(z). We may assume V2,1 ∩α(I) is a line segment. Subdi-
vide equivariantly (if necessary) to obtain a subcomplex K1 ⊂ W1 ∩ XGkc with V2,1 ⊂ intXGkc K1 and deﬁne H
′ : K1 × I → XGkc
as follows
H ′(x, t) :=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
f1(x) if x /∈ V2,t,
f1((
2
εt d(x, z)− 1)x+ (2− 2εt d(x, z))z) if 0< εt2 < d(x, z) εt,
α(1− t + 2εd(x, z)) if 0 d(x, z) εt2 .
Take G translates of this homotopy to obtain a homotopy H ′ :⋃g∈G g · K1 × I → X (Gk) . This homotopy induces a partial
n-valued G-homotopy, Φ . Now choose, for each i ∈ λ, xi ∈ θi together with arcs, βi : I → XG ji , homotopic (rel. endpoints)
to Hxi (·,0) (see Lemma 2.4) with βi(0) = xi , βi(1) = z, Fix(ϕ) ∩ βi(I) = xi , βi([0,1)) ⊂ XG ji , and such that for any g /∈ G ji ,
either g · βi(I)∩ βi(I) = {z} or g · βi(I)∩ βi(I) = ∅.
We next carefully equivariantly extend the partial n-valued G-homotopy, Φ , to all of X × I so that for the extension, Φ ,
one has Fix(Φ(·,1)) = Fix(Φ(·,0))∪ θ and there are splittings, Φ(·,1) ◦ βi = {h1,i, . . . ,hn,i} with h1,i ∼ βi (rel. endpoints).
Denote
⋃
g∈G g · K1 by K2. There is an equivariant retraction:
r1 : V3 → (K2 × I)∪
(
X (Gk) × {0})
with
r1
(
V3 − (intX(Gk) K2 × I)
)⊂ (FrX(Gk) K2 × I)∪ ((X (Gk) − intX(Gk) K2)× {0})
where V3 is an open invariant neighborhood of (K2× I)∪(X (Gk)×{0}) in X (Gk)× I . Let U1 be an open invariant neighborhood
of K2 in X (Gk) with
U1 × I ⊂ V3, r1
(
(U1 − intX(Gk) K2)× I
)⊂ (FrX(Gk) K2 × I)∪ (V1 × {0}).
Subdivide equivariantly if necessary to obtain an invariant subcomplex K3 ⊂ U1 with K2 ⊂ intX (Gk) K3. There is also an
equivariant retraction:
r2 : V4 →
((
K3 ∪
⋃
g∈G
⋃
i∈λ
g · βi(I)
)
× I
)
∪ (X × {0})
where V4 is an open invariant neighborhood of ((K3 ∪⋃g∈G⋃i∈λ g · βi(I))× I)∪ (X × {0}) in X × I .
Next, let 1 1,i > 0 be the largest such that βi((1− 1,i,1]) ⊂ W1 and set Li = βi((1− 1,i,1]).
Let U2 be an open invariant neighborhood of K3 ∪⋃g∈G⋃i∈λ g · Li with U2 ⊂ V1, U2 × I ⊂ V4 and
r2(U2 × I) ⊂
((
K3 ∪
⋃
g∈G
⋃
i∈λ
g · Li
)
× I
)
∪ (V1 × {0}).
Next let r3g,i : (g · Li)× I → ({g · z} × I)∪ ((g · Li)× {0}) be the obvious retractions.
Now let U3 ⊂ U2(⊂ V1) be an open invariant neighborhood of K2 ∪⋃g∈G⋃i∈λ g · Li with U3 ∩ X (Gk) ⊂ intX (Gk) K3. Finally
we are able to carefully extend Φ to X × I by means of a painstakingly constructed retraction. Let R : (U3 × I)∪ (X ×{0}) →
(K2 × I)∪ (X × {0}) be given by
R(x, t) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
r3g,i ◦ r2(x, t) if (x, t) ∈ r−12 (g · Li × I),
r1 ◦ r2(x, t) if (x, t) ∈ r−12 (K3 × I),
r2(x, t) if (x, t) ∈ r−12 (X × {0}).
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u(x) :=
{
1 if x ∈ K2,
0 if x ∈ X − U3.
Then: Φ(x, t) = Φ ◦ R(x,u(x)t) is the desired extension.
One now proceeds to equivariantly “coalesce” g · xi with g · z as in [7, Lemma 3.2]. 
Theorem 2.7. Let X be a WS G-complex of semi-free type and let ϕ : X  X be an n-valued G-map. Then there is an n-valued G-
homotopy between ϕ and an n-valued G-map ψ1 with |{θ : θ is an orbit of ﬁxed points of ψ1}| = NOG(ϕ). There is also a (possibly
different) n-valued G-homotopy between ϕ and an n-valued G-map ψ2 with |Fix(ψ2)| = NG(ϕ).
Proof. We establish the ﬁrst statement in three main steps.
Step 1. We show that there is an n-valued G-homotopy, Ψ1, between ϕ and an n-valued G-map such that Ψ1(·,1)|X (Gi) ,
where (Gi) is any maximal isotropy type, has a single orbit of ﬁxed points in each essential (Gi)-fpc and has empty inessen-
tial (Gi)-fpcs.
Choose an admissible ordering on the isotropy types of X such that all the maximal elements appear ﬁrst; suppose that
there are k − 1 such maximal elements. Consider X1 = X (G1) =∐G ′1∈(G1) XG ′1 . One ﬁrst applies the equivariant n-valued
Hopf construction to ϕ|X1, then one uses the fact that if XG1c has a boundary then it has an equivariant collar to obtain an
n-valued G-map deﬁned on X1 that has ﬁnitely many ﬁxed points here and an image that has empty intersection with each
∂(X
G ′1
c ) where G
′
1 ∈ (G1). Next one coalesces orbits of ﬁxed points belonging to the same (G1)-fpcs as in [7, Theorem 5.2].
That is, one coalesces each time a ﬁxed point, x1, belonging to one orbit, θ1, with another ﬁxed point, x2, belonging to
another orbit, θ2 in the same (G1)-fpc along an arc q – see [7, Theorem 5.2] – with q(I) ∩ g · q(I) = ∅ for all g ∈ G
with g /∈ G1, q(I) ∩ ∂(XG1c ) = ∅, and such that q(I) intersects the ﬁxed point set of the given n-valued G-map only at the
endpoints, x1 and x2. This arc is obtained by taking a lift of an arc from x1 = p(θ1) to x2 = p(θ2) in XG1c /H where H is the
subgroup of WG1 that leaves X
G1
c invariant, and p : XG1c → XG1c /H is the orbit projection mapping. Subsequently one takes
G-translates of the n-valued homotopy. Removal of orbits of ﬁxed points of index zero is achieved by taking G-translates
of the homotopy given in [7, Lemma 5.1]. Repeated application of this procedure yields an n-valued partial G-homotopy Φ1
deﬁned on X1 between ϕ|X1 and Φ1(·,1) which contains a single orbit of ﬁxed points for each essential (G1)-fpc and has
empty inessential (G1)-fpcs. This partial homotopy is then extended equivariantly to all of X × I by Lemma 2.1; we denote
the extension also by Φ1. Next one proceeds entirely analogously creeping up the ﬁltration of X until we have dealt with
all the X (Gi) with (Gi) a maximal isotropy type – each time we use the fact that these X (Gi)s are disjoint, so at each step
we can extend an n-valued G-homotopy that is the “minimizing” homotopy on X (Gi) (that is, Φi in our notation) and is
inactive on Xi−1. Then, Ψ1 := Φk−1  · · ·  Φ1 (composition of n-valued G-homotopies) is the required homotopy.
Step 2. We obtain an n-valued G-homotopy, Ψ2 (rel.
∐
1ik−1 X (Gi)), between the n-valued G-map, Ψ1(·,1), mentioned in
Step 1 and an n-valued G-map as follows: each essential (Gi)-fpc of this multimap consists of at most a single orbit of ﬁxed
points in X(Gi) , and none of its inessential (Gi)-fpcs have ﬁxed points in X(Gi) , for any i  k.
Recall that (Gk) is the ﬁrst non-maximal isotropy type in our admissible ordering. After equivariant subdivision (if
necessary) one can obtain a G-invariant subcomplex in X(Gk) that contains in its interior (in Xk) all the ﬁxed points of
Φk−1(·,1)|X(Gk) . Hence one can apply (an adaptation of) the equivariant n-valued Hopf construction to obtain a partial
n-valued G-homotopy deﬁned on Xk and supported on this complex, between Φk−1(·,1)|Xk and an n-valued G-multimap
that has ﬁnitely many ﬁxed points in Xk , all located in maximal simplexes. Since each X
G ′k
c (G
′
k ∈ (Gk)) has an H-equivariant
collar (where H is the subgroup of WG′k that leaves X
G ′k
c invariant), we can assume that the image of this n-valued G-map
is disjoint from each ∂(X
G ′k
c ). One now coalesces all orbits of ﬁxed points in the same (Gk)-fpcs as above; there are two
different situations. If both orbits are contained in X(Gk) then, since Xk−1 can be bypassed in each X
Gk
c , the arcs can be
chosen so that apart from satisfying the conditions above, they are contained entirely in XGkc − Xk−1. If one orbit is in X(Gk) ,
and the other orbit is in Xk−1 then the arcs can be chosen so that they intersect Xk−1 only at one of the endpoints. After
removing orbits of ﬁxed points of index zero, one obtains an n-valued G-homotopy between the resulting n-valued G-map
and one that has essential (Gk)-fpcs with at most a single orbit of ﬁxed points in X(Gk) (only those essential (Gk)-fpcs
that do not contain any essential (G j)-fpcs for any isotropy type (G j) with (G j) > (Gk), will have an orbit of ﬁxed points
here), and inessential (Gk)-fpcs that have no orbits of ﬁxed points in X(Gk) . The partial n-valued G-homotopy that accom-
plishes all this, Φk , and which is inactive on Xk−1, is then equivariantly extended from Xk × I ∪ X × {0} to all of X × I . One
continues creeping up the ﬁltration of X , proceeding as just detailed each time, until we have dealt with Xm = X . Then,
Ψ2 := Φm  · · ·  Φk (composition of n-valued G-homotopies) is the homotopy of Step 2.
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valued G-map, ψ1, that has a single orbit of ﬁxed points for each simplex in a minimal spanning set for Kψ1 = Kϕ ; i.e. ψ1
has exactly NOG(ϕ) orbits of ﬁxed points.
Let {σ1, . . . , σl} be an indexing of the simplexes in a minimal spanning set for Kϕ that consist of vertices representing
essential (G j)-fpcs where the (G j)s are all non-maximal isotropy types. At the ith step, we apply Lemma 2.6 to obtain an
n-valued G-homotopy, Φm+i , that replaces the orbits of ﬁxed points belonging to the vertices in σ ′i (a simplex of KΦm+i−1(·,1)
corresponding to σi – see Theorem 1.10) with a single orbit of ﬁxed points in X
(G ji ) where (G ji ) is such that the vertices
in σi contain a common (G ji )-fpc. Then Ψ3 := Φm+l  · · ·  Φm+1 is the homotopy of Step 3. Thus, setting Ψ := Ψ3  Ψ2  Ψ1
we obtain the n-valued G-homotopy between ϕ and ψ1, where ψ1 has NOG(ϕ) orbits of ﬁxed points.
If one wants to minimize the number of ﬁxed points, one considers the weight function restricted to the subcomplex
consisting of all the simplexes of Kϕ with vertices representing different (G j)-fpcs for non-maximal (G j)s. One creates, for
each simplex in a spanning set for which one obtains a minimum sum of “weights”, a single orbit of ﬁxed points located in
the appropriate isotropy subspace to represent all the vertices in the simplex. The n-valued G-map one obtains clearly has
NG(ϕ) ﬁxed points. 
3. Examples
We include some examples that illustrate the theory we have developed.
Example 3.1. Let S3 be endowed with the antipodal action of Z2, and let ϕ = {idS3 ,a} be a 2-valued equivariant map
where a is the antipodal map of S3. Then NOG(ϕ) = NG(ϕ) = 0, since χ(S3) = 0. By Theorem 2.8 there is a ﬁxed point free
2-valued equivariant map in the 2-valued equivariant homotopy class of ϕ .
Example 3.2. Let M be a compact, connected, smooth free G1 × G2-manifold-G1 × G2 acts by diffeomorphisms, so by a
well-known theorem (see [4]), M has an equivariant triangulation. Then G2 acts on M/G1 and M × M/G1 is a smooth G2-
manifold. Consider ϕ : M × M/G1 M × M/G1 given by: ϕ(x1, x2) = p−1(x2) × {p(x1)} where p : M → M/G1 is the orbit
projection mapping (a smooth map). One can easily check that ϕ is a non-split |G1|-valued equivariant map.
As a concluding remark, we hope in a future paper to generalize Theorem 2.8 to allow for more general types of ﬁnite
G-complexes, with isotropy subspaces that are not necessarily manifolds, and not necessarily of semi-free type.
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